PHL 102
Mock Midterm Exam
The real midterm will be as much like the homework as possible. So, what you see below is just more of what
you’ve been doing. You can check your work on the Mock Midterm Answers and Links page.
I.

Basic Concepts

II.

SL Multiple Choice

III.

Symbolizations

IV.

Truth Tables
a. Do the following one-row tables after marking the main connective.

b. Do a truth table test to show that the following sentence, (A&B)>(BvA), is logically true (a tautology),
logically false (a self-contradiction) or contingent (neither of the other two).

c. Do a truth table test to show that the following two sentences, F>~O and ~O=~F, are logically
equivalent or not.

d. Do a truth table test for validity of the following argument:
(A&J)>T
J=T
~A

V.

More Multiple Choice

VI.

Argument Diagramming and Evaluation
For each of the following arguments, identify the type of argument and evaluate as well as you can given
the tools we’ve learned. E.g., Is the argument inductive or deductive? Strong or valid? Cogent or sound?
What type of argument is it (e.g. an analogy for inductive logic, or MT for deductive)? Do we have a way
to evaluate it fully?
a. Argument 1: If Chris got an A or a B, then she’s now happy. She did get an A. So, she’s happy.
b. Argument 2: I’ve spoken with three PHL 102 students this term about my Logic Café. I asked each if
the Café was a good thing. None of them said “no”. So I guess all students love the Logic Café.
[Notice that this passage would seem to be written by the too-proud author of a textbook. But
what’s wrong with the thinking?]
c. Argument 3: Any argument under posting 3 in your group. Evaluate another one for a second
commentary and necessary practice for the argument I’ve promised to put on the exam. [That’s
right, I’ve given it away. This in the Topic 7 materials.]

VII.

Various…

VIII.

Derivations
a. This one takes just two steps to finish. So, you’ll be done by line 5 if you’re efficient. You’ll use two
of our three rules: MP, MT, DS.

b. A little harder…you might interpret this in terms of Chris being happy or working harder given her
grades! But mostly you should just follow procedures independently about what the atomic
sentences may mean.

